[One stage repair and reconstruction for severe deep burns with compound tissue defects of upper limb].
In order to solve the difficult problems of repair and reconstruction for severe deep burns with compound tissue defects of upper limb, 26 cases were treated with transplantation of compound tissue flap, vascularized by anastomosis of blood vessel or by vascular pedicle. Several kinds of reparative and reconstructive procedure could be performed simultaneously. Not only the tissue defect was repaired, but also the upper limb function was reconstructed in one stage operation. Owing to the presence of abundant vascular supply from the vascularized compound tissue and primarily closing the wounds, the anti-infection potency was high, then it was suitable for such conditions as fresh severe deep burn with infection and compound tissue defects. As a result, this technique provided the best chance to save upper limb from amputation. The duration required for treatment could be markedly shortened. All the cases successed. The long-term functional recovery was satisfactory. This method provided the possibility to solve effectively the difficult problem dealing with the severe deep burns with compound tissue defects of upper limb.